Design Camp is an annual series of pre-college summer programs organized by the Design Lab for K-12 Education at NC State University College of Design for high school and middle school students. Design Camp informs students about college study in design and raises awareness of the impact of design in all aspects of our everyday lives. The design thinking skills and creative experience gained can empower students on their path toward becoming innovative problem solvers and prepare them to tackle the challenges of the future.

REGISTRATION BEGINS FEBRUARY 2016!

**DESIGN EXPLORATIONS CAMP**

June 27 - July 1, 2016  
Cost: $550 (includes lunches, instruction, supplies, activities, and insurance)

Design Explorations Camp is a day camp for rising 7th and 8th graders focused on introducing students to design thinking through a series of hands-on design challenges that explore a range of design disciplines. Studio activities are designed to stimulate creativity and strengthen students’ creative problem solving and visual literacy.

**DESIGN FOUNDATIONS CAMP**

July 11-15, 2016  
Cost: $700 (includes lunches, instruction, supplies, activities, and insurance)

Design Foundations Camp is an intermediate day camp for rising high school freshmen, sophomores and juniors. Camp participants are introduced to the design process through a series of interdisciplinary projects covering the range of studio disciplines offered at the College of Design with a focus on design fundamentals and the application of design in the real world.

**DESIGN IMMERSIONS CAMP**

June 12-18, 2016 or July 24-30, 2016  
Cost: $1200 per week  
(includes housing, meals, instruction, supplies, activities, and insurance)

Design Immersions Camp is an overnight camp for rising juniors and seniors. Camp participants work with camp faculty on projects in the following design disciplines: architecture, industrial design, art + design and graphic design. In addition to studio projects, students participate in other activities all aimed at stimulating their creativity, strengthening their thinking, deepening their understanding of the design field, and preparing them for college and beyond.

At Design Camp, we welcome campers into college design studio spaces to learn how design knowledge and skills can help them understand the world around them and do what it takes to make it better. Learning about design as a way of thinking helps students apply skills in math, science, technology, reading, writing, and communication. Having operated for over a quarter of a century, the Design Camp at NC State College of Design has provided the spark and fuel of inspiration for thousands of aspiring designers, including some who have gone on to national and international success in their field.

For more info visit:  
design.ncsu.edu/designcamp
The Design Lab Summer Studio Program is a series of discipline-specific art and design pre-college programs for high school students. Each studio is one week long and will include a mix of short and long projects, small group critiques and final project presentations. Additionally, instructors may plan field trips, invite guests to share their work and to participate in reviews. The week will conclude with an exhibition of student work.

SUMMER STUDIOS

The Design Lab will be offering two Summer Studios for high school students this summer at the College of Design. Design disciplines offered will be determined in Spring 2016. Participating students will have an opportunity to engage in a week of hands-on design experience in a specific design discipline.

The cost for Summer Studios is $700 per session. This includes instruction, supplies, lunches, activities, and insurance for the week. Both Summer Studios sessions will be held June 27 - July 1, 2016

For updates on these programs as they develop visit: design.ncsu.edu/designlab/summerstudios

and sign up for our newsletter through the link on our website: design.ncsu.edu/designlab

FOR MORE INFO VISIT:
design.ncsu.edu/designlab/summerstudios

SUMMER STUDIOS ARE FOR:

- Students eager to learn more about a specific area of art + design in a college environment
- Students who have prior knowledge and hands-on experience developing projects using design thinking
- 10th-12th graders wanting to meet other creative students their age who are interested in art and design
- Students who are curious about the world around them and have ideas for how to make it better